Imaging of F-18 FDG PET/CT and follow up of bilateral invasive adrenal diffuse large B cell lymphoma mimicking adrenocortical carcinoma
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The incidence of malignant adrenal tumors, including primary adrenal lymphoma (PAL) and adrenocortical carcinoma (ACC), is rather low. Early differentiation between ACC and PAL is necessary because the therapeutic strategies for the two differ and the prognosis of each disease is poor. Unfortunately, there is no pathognomonic characteristic of PAL, so radiologists have difficulty in differentiating it from ACC. To our knowledge, there have been only two case reports on ACC that was evaluated and followed up using F-18 FDG PET/CT. The previously reported cases were simple, involving only the bilateral adrenal glands. Here, we report on a 52-year-old man diagnosed with PAL that radiologically mimicked ACC. He had findings of heterogeneous enhancement on CT, several adjacent lymphadenopathies with internal necrosis, and abutting hepatic and bilateral cranial invasion. After pathological confirmation, we monitored his prognosis using F-18 FDG PET/CT after three cycles of rituximab-CHOP and again after six cycles of treatment.
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Although secondary involvement of the adrenal gland has been reported to occur in up to 25% of patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL), primary adrenal lymphomas (PALS) represent only about 3% of primary extranodal lymphomas. The primary diagnostic modalities include computed tomography (CT), ultrasonography, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Due to the rarity of PAL, there have been only several two case reports of F-18 fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) as the staging workup. Here, we describe a patient with primary bilateral adrenal diffuse large B-cell lymphoma initially mimicking adrenocortical carcinoma (ACC) on CT. We achieved complete remission after treatment with rituximab (R)-CHOP and identified an early response to this therapeutic regimen via interim F-18 FDG PET/CT.

CASE

A 52-year-old man was admitted for a
one-month history of epigastric pain and dyspepsia. He was diagnosed with hypertension eight years previously, and consequently was being treated with oral antihypertensive medication. Five years earlier, he had been diagnosed with seropositive rheumatoid arthritis and Raynaud’s syndrome, and had used non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) as needed. At admission, his blood pressure was 120/80 mmHg, his pulse rate was 89 BPM, and his body temperature was 36.2°C. He had ingested alcohol for 20 years and did not smoke. On physical examination, he reported radiating pain in his back.

A complete blood count showed a hemoglobin level of 14.6 g/dL, hematocrit of 43.2%, white blood cell count of 5,290/mL, and platelet count of 230,000 /µL. To rule out pain originating from his pancreas, amylase, lipase, and CA 19-9 testing were performed and found to be within normal limits. His sodium level was slightly decreased at 136 mM/L (normal range, 138-148 mM/L), but potassium, chloride, and calcium levels were all normal.

Chest radiography was normal with no hilar lymphadenopathy. Abdominopelvic CT (APCT) scans demonstrated large bilateral adrenal masses, which were probably the cause of his radiating back pain. The left adrenal gland measured 5.0 x 6.2 x 6.0 cm and the right adrenal gland measured 3.7 x 5.7 x 5.0 cm. The left adrenal gland mass was heterogeneously enhanced and invaded to the left crus. Another small, enhanced lymph node (LN) measuring 2.0 cm was also noted around the superior pole of the left kidney. The right adrenal gland mass was also heterogeneously enhanced, directly invaded segment 1 (S1) of the liver, and partially invaded the right crus. A 2.8-cm enlarged LN in the retrocaval area and several enlarged LNs with some necrosis in the aortocaval and left paraaortic area were also noted (Fig. 1).

Laboratory tests to evaluate the bilateral adrenal masses were also performed. Serum β2-microglobulin concentration was slightly increased to 3.0 µg/mL (normal range, 1-2.4 µg/mL) and serum lactate dehydrogenase level was increased to 628 IU/L (normal range, 120-250 IU/L). Serum basal cortisol concentration was normal at 18 µg/dL (normal range, 5-25 µg/dL), and plasma basal adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) level was increased to 282 pg/mL (normal range, 0-60 pg/mL). Urinalysis showed that the 24-hour excretion of vanillylmandelic acid was 4.3 mg/day (normal range, < 8.0 mg/day), epinephrine was 0.6 µg/day (normal range, 0-20.0 µg/day), norepinephrine was 63.8 µg/day (normal range, 15.0-80.0 µg/day), dopamine 283.6 µg/day (normal range, 65.0-400.0 µg/day), and total metanephrine 0.485 mg/day (normal range, ≤ 0.80 mg/day). Plasma renin activity increased to 18.47 ng/mL/h (normal range, 0.15-2.33 ng/mL/h), and his aldosterone level was 5.85 ng/dL (normal range, 0.75-15.0 ng/dL). A rapid cosyntropin (analog of ACTH) stimulation test, using 250 µg of intravenous cosyntropin, demonstrated plasma cortisol concentrations of 17.1, 19.7, and 18.9 µ
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g/dL at 0, 30, and 60 min respectively (reference range, ≥ 7 μg/dL at 0 min, ≥ 16 μg/dL at 30 min, and ≥ 18 μg/dL at 60 min). As the majority of pheochromocytomas are associated with increased urinary catecholamine secretion, bilateral pheochromocytoma was excluded. Slightly decreased sodium, increased plasma ACTH, and suboptimal cortisol response to ACTH testing suggested a mild degree of adrenal insufficiency. The chief complaint of this patient may have been related to the mass effect of bilateral adrenal gland enlargement with no symptoms directly related to adrenal insufficiency.

In order to exclude metastases of the adrenal glands, esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD), colonoscopy, and F-18 FDG PET/CT were also performed. F-18 FDG PET/CT showed intense FDG uptake in both adrenal glands with invasion of S1 of the liver (Right adrenal gland, maxSUV 37.2; left adrenal gland, maxSUV 35.2). Enlarged lymph nodes were demonstrated on APCT (Fig. 2a), suggesting malignant adrenal masses. There were no other abnormalities visible on images of the rest of the body to suggest primary malignancy. The findings of the EGD and colonoscopy were also normal.
Relying only on laboratory and radiologic findings, we could not differentiate between ACC and PAL. Adjacent organ invasion and heterogeneous enhancement after IV contrast medium was administered suggested a provisional diagnosis of ACC. A CT-guided biopsy of the left adrenal mass was performed for definitive diagnosis. The mass was diagnosed as diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, which was immunohistochemically positive for CD20 but negative for CD3, CD5, CD10, and CD30 (Fig. 3a, b). The Ki-67 labeling index was about 90% (Fig. 3c). A bone marrow biopsy was negative for lymphomatous involvement. The clinical staging by the Ann Arbor system was IV A and the international prognostic index placed him in the low intermediate risk group.

He was administered R-CHOP chemotherapy, consisting of rituximab (375 mg/m² IV), cyclo-
phosphamide (750 mg/m2 IV), doxorubicin (50 mg/m2 IV), and vincristine (1.4 mg/m2 IV) on day 1 and prednisolone (60 mg/m2 PO) on days 1-5, repeated every 3 weeks. After three cycles of R-CHOP chemotherapy, the mass had decreased in size on follow-up CT with no definite residual hypermetabolism on F-18 FDG PET/CT scan (Fig. 2b). After completing six cycles of R-CHOP chemotherapy, the size was even more decreased on CT with no abnormal metabolism noted on F-18 FDG PET/CT (Fig. 2c). This patient continues to be followed up without definitive evidence of recurrence.

DISCUSSION

The differential diagnosis of adrenal tumors includes primary tumors originating from the adrenal cortex or the adrenal medulla, as well as metastases from other origins. Benign adenomas comprise the majority of asymptomatic adrenal masses. Once adrenal masses are detected, their nature and endocrine function must be defined in order to exclude malignancy and hormonal dysfunction. Primary malignant tumors in adrenal glands are ACC, PAL, and malignant pheochromocytomas. Adrenal glands are frequently the site of metastatic disease caused by primary carcinomas. We excluded metastases from other organs due to a lack of abnormal findings on F-18 FDG PET/CT, EGD, and colonoscopy. Primary pheochromocytoma was also excluded due to normal urine catecholamine excretion. ACC accounts for about 0.02-0.2% of all cancer-related deaths and up to 14% of adrenal incidentalomas. It shows a bimodal age distribution with peak incidences in the first and fifth decades of life. Women are more often affected than men, at a ratio of 1.5:1. About 79% of the tumors are functional.\(^1\) Bilateral manifestation is found in only 10% of cases reported. The average tumor size is approximately 11.5-12 cm (range: 2-36 cm), with only 4.2% of tumors smaller than 6 cm. PAL represents only 3% of extranodal lymphomas. Histologically, the most common
type is diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.\(^2\) PAL is most common in elderly men: the mean age at diagnosis is 68 years and the male-to-female ratio is 2.2:1. Clinical symptoms of PAL include fever, weight loss, localized pain, and symptoms of adrenal insufficiency.\(^3\) Immune dysfunction may be a predisposing factor in some patients.\(^4\) A review of 55 patients diagnosed with PAL showed that eight (15%) had concurrent or a past history of carcinoma, two (4%) had human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and seven (13%) had concomitant autoimmune disease.\(^5\) This patient was diagnosed with seropositive rheumatoid arthritis and Raynaud’s syndrome before being diagnosed with PAL. Adrenal insufficiency is rare because it becomes apparent only when approximately 90% of adrenal cortex is destroyed.\(^5\) Approximately 50% of patients with primary adrenal lymphoma present with symptoms of adrenal insufficiency.\(^6\) Our patient had no specific symptoms suggestive of adrenal insufficiency; only his laboratory results were indicative of mild adrenal insufficiency.

CT images of ACC show a large mass with central necrosis or calcification of the tumor in up to 30% of cases. The typical appearance of ACC on an unenhanced CT shows a large inhomogeneous but well-defined mass that displaces adjacent structures.\(^7\) Enhancement is heterogeneous after administration of contrast medium, with relatively little central enhancement seen secondary to necrosis.\(^8\) Venous extensions, local invasion, and lymph node or other metastases (primarily of the lungs and liver) are common in advanced ACC.\(^9\) There are only a few studies evaluating the role of FDG PET in the management of patients with a diagnosis of ACC.\(^10\) Paling et al. reviewed 173 cases of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL), and demonstrated that lymphoma involving the adrenal glands is either a discrete mass of variable attenuation or shows an infiltrative, ill-defined appearance on CT images.\(^11\)

There has been a lack of uniform consensus on the definition of PAL in the past.\(^12\) Recently, however, there have been efforts to better define this disease entity.\(^13\) Currently, PAL is diagnosed when either of the following conditions are present: there is an absence of extra-adrenal involvement, or, if lymph nodes or other organs are involved, the adrenal lesion is dominant. Previous reports of patients diagnosed with PAL by F-18 FDG PET/CT imaging were mainly identified using the first condition; however, our patient was classified using the latter. In fact, in 2005 Kumar et al. reviewed the 70 cases in the literature and reported that PAL should be considered in a patient presenting with bilateral adrenal masses without nodal involvement in addition to the involvement of other organs.\(^14\) Enhancement after administration of a contrast agent is usually uniform and low-to-moderate in intensity, and less than that of the aorta or inferior vena cava.\(^9,14\) Although radiological appearance is not pathognomonic in the majority of PAL cases, the findings of local invasiveness and heterogeneous enhancement are more common in adrenocortical carcinoma than in lymphoma. The findings of pre-contrast homo-
geneous attenuation, enhancement less than that of the large vessels, and relative preservation of bilateral adrenal contours are more common in lymphoma. The possibility for metastasis in our patient is less likely because of the fact that solid organs rarely invade adjacent organs. In addition, our patient had no other abnormality to suggest primary malignancy on PET-CT, and EGD and colonoscopy showed no hidden malignancy. Radiologically, we could not differentiate between adrenocortical carcinoma or primary adrenal lymphoma: clinical setting and final pathological confirmation defined the correct diagnosis.

On F-18 FDG PET/CT, normal adrenal glands are only weakly FDG-avid while most malignancies demonstrate significantly greater FDG uptake than the background. False negative results may occur with hemorrhagic and necrotic tumors. Variable inflammatory processes such as tuberculosis and sarcoidosis can cause false positive results. As adrenal lymphoma is a very rare disease, there have been no large clinical studies using F-18 FDG PET/CT to date. Hitherto, there have been only two cases detailing staging and treatment follow-up using F-18 FDG PET/CT. In addition, the previously reported cases only showed adrenal involvement without other areas of abnormal uptake. Unfortunately, both ACC and PAL are highly FDG-avid so we cannot differentiate these two malignant tumors by F-18 FDG PET/CT; however, F-18 FDG PET/CT can reveal staging, local recurrence, and the result of treatment follow-up. Our case showed successful treatment response, with decreased FDG avidity in adrenal lesions and metastatic lymph nodes, and the involved adrenal glands returning to their original size and configuration.

In conclusion, PAL is a very rare entity, so only limited cases using F-18 FDG PET/CT have been reported. Our patient showed highly FDG-avid PAL mimicking adrenocortical carcinoma before biopsy. He had nearly complete remission after three cycles of R-CHOP, and the size was even more decreased after six cycles of R-CHOP. These results suggest the possibility for evaluation of early responsiveness of chemotherapy using F-18 FDG PET/CT.
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